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Walks, hit by pitches and Turner’s career-high five hits lead
to sweep
'Be patient, a walk is as good as a hit.' There are merits to
that phrase, but one must contextualize it, before applying
it. Here is what I mean: a.
Appendix:Glossary of baseball jargon (W) - Wiktionary
"That's his fault," Cubs pitcher Greg Maddux said. "Start
missing some pitches, and you'll probably get more to hit." In
this walk-happy age.
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A walk is as good as a hit comes in a bases loaded scenario,
lets say the pitcher lost its control and kept walking guys
with the bases loaded.
Senior Softball-USA
The hitter is so good, the pitcher does not want to face him.
. along with a big lead just throw the “here hit me” fastball
rather than issue a walk.
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Bonds did not. If a racist like Ty Cobb can get in and Bonds
can't, then it's a shame because the hof isn't a game of
personal behavior but they're playing it like it is.
Awalkisn'talwaysasgoodasahit. When a walk occurs, the ball is
still live: any runner not forced to advance may nevertheless
attempt to advance at his own risk, which might occur on a
steal play, passed ballor wild pitch. Don't get caught
breaking the rules was Cobb a racist? To ever suggest that
Bonds shouldn't be in the HOF is absurd.
TheMets'TomGlavine,whopitchedwithMadduxfor10yearswiththeBraves,pu
final attribution dimension, controllability, refers to
whether the outcome is under the control of the performer.
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